Are you ready for Religion in Society 2?

This is the kind of task you could be working on:

1. With reference to the purpose of Creeds as beliefs that guide human action and assist people to find meaning and purpose in their lives. Write your own creed/ poem/ prayer/ song/ statement that encapsulates your beliefs about the human person. Ensure that you include the following elements;
   - gratitude / appreciation about/for.
   - That which you give thanks for in life.
   - what values/ ideals and people you hold dear to you.
   - An understanding of how beliefs assist people to find meaning.

2. Present your creed in a multimodal format that includes relevant images and music. This may be done using movie maker, powerpoint or any other audiovisual format that you are familiar with.

3. Provide a reflective statement with your creed that identifies which of these values and beliefs are important in giving your life purpose and meaning? Why are these ideals so important to making your life meaningful? How do they shape your behaviour, choices and actions?

Religion in Society 2

Size: 15 points

Religion in Society 2 is an introductory course which explores the relationship between religion and society. Students will explore ideas about religion, the way that religion influences and is influenced by society, and ways of living an ethical life.

The course aims to provide all students with the opportunity to investigate the role of religion in society and to engage in critical inquiry about a range of ideas. It also aims to develop students’ understanding of the connection between religious beliefs, lived expressions of faith, religious experience and daily life.

Students will be introduced to core concepts and methods of religious enquiry and they will develop their own reasoned and critical responses to various religious, ethical and social issues.

Religion in Society involves the study of:
- Religion in Society
- Exploring the Meaning of Life
- Religious Citizenship
- Applications.

Each module consists of a compulsory core and elective studies. The content of each module is designed to allow students to explore aspects of religion in society through critical engagement with a range of sources including art, media and literature.